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HOW SOCIAL IS CHANGING
DURING COVID-19

1. More people are spending more time on social
media than they did before the pandemic. [Business
Insider]
2. The platforms experiencing the biggest growth are
Instagram, Snapchat, and TikTok. Facebook
continued growing at a more moderate rate.
[eMarketer].
3. Social media affects purchasing decisions more than
ever before. [DigitalCommerce360].

People are divided about what they want from the brands they follow on
social media. Some want humor and escapism; others want a serious and
sensitive approach, and some people want a blend of both kinds of content.
The key to handling this effectively is to know your audience: what kind of
approach will resonate with them? If you don't know, then it's time to start
testing your content.
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
TO ADAPT YOUR SOCIAL MEDIA

01 FOLLOW YOUR AUDIENCE
Find out which platforms your audience
is using the most, and look at their usage
behaviors. What days and time are they
most active? Focus your content
delivery and frequency to post on those
platforms during optimized time frames
for the best impact.

02 EXPLORE NEW FORMATS
Even if your audience is on platforms
that you're already familiar with and
active on, ask yourself if you're utilizing
newer, highly popular features like
Stories, Reels, or Lives to engage with
your followers? You might be surprised
by the amount of engagement you can
build this way.
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03 TEST YOUR MESSAGING

WHAT YOU CAN DO

What is your audience looking for right now from
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you? Do they want to be reminded of when they
could join you in person? Do they want some
energetic, lighthearted escape? Or do they want
your brand to be a trusted source of support,

acknowledging the challeging times for all of us?
Testing your messaging and your creative, polling
your audience, and observing your competitors
are all going to be useful ways to chart a path
forward for content direction during COVID-19.

04 KNOW YOUR IMPACT
If you are selling something: how does it make your
customer's life right now better? How does it help them
cope with the world we're living in right now? Can it
save them money, time, or trouble? Can it improve their
health, happiness, or stability?
If you are soliciting donations: how will their
contribution make an impact? Be specific. Will they help
someone be fed, or will their donation provide a week's
worth of food for a family of 4 in their region?
Focusing on these specific impacts and benefits will
help your offering stand out.
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05 MAKE SAFETY A PRIORITY

WHAT YOU CAN DO

If you're not addressing how your company is
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adapting to COVID-19, you're missing an opportunity
to deepen your customer's trust. Your social media
should address how you're keeping your
customers/patrons safe, how you're keeping your
staff safe, and what new services you may be
offering, such as local delivery, curbside pickup,
shipping options, or in-store appointments. If you're
an organization not interacting with the public inperson, you can discuss how you're keeping your
internal staff safe and supported, or whether you're
taking additional measures to support health in your
community.

06 FOCUS ON THE PEOPLE
It's an oldie but a goodie in marketing: people
respond to other people, whether in photos, videos,
or stories. This goes double in a time when our inperson interaction is so limited by COVID-19.
So look for ways to share the human side of your
organization. Maybe it's time to do staff features,
behind-the-scenes, or even a campaign featuring
some of your customers or audience. This much we
know: you can never go wrong by focusing on
celebrating your people.
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YOUR NEXT STEPS
During your next content planning session, consider how you will include the
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following elements:

- Formats like Instagram or Facebook Stories, Instagram Reels, TikTok,
Instagram or Facebook Lives
- Posts/content informing, updating, or reinforcing COVID-19 safety
measures and guidelines specific to your company
- Posts/content focusing on the people from within your org, or the people
that your company is serving
During this same session, you could also evaluate how well your current
messaging is addressing how your product/offering is serving your audience
during COVID-19. If you haven't changed your messaging much, it's likely that
there is some opportunity for a more focused and timely message to emerge.

During your next marketing strategy session, consider implementing some
ways of testing your messaging and creative, such as A/B tests or
customer/audience polls or surveys.

Marketing during a crisis is never easy, but making some careful
shifts can make a difference in how your audience interacts with
your content and perceives your brand. Interested in learning
more? Check out our blog, or follow us on social @droppedaitch.
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